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ABSTRACT

We present measurements of the specific ultraviolet luminosity density from a sample of 483 galaxies at 6 � z � 8.
These galaxies were selected from new deep near-infrared Hubble Space Telescope imaging from the Cosmic
Assembly Near-infrared Deep Extragalactic Legacy Survey, Hubble UltraDeep Field 2009, and Wide Field Camera 3
Early Release Science programs. We investigate the contribution to reionization from galaxies that we observe
directly, thus sidestepping the uncertainties inherent in complementary studies that have invoked assumptions
regarding the intrinsic shape or the faint-end cutoff of the galaxy ultraviolet (UV) luminosity function. Due to
our larger survey volume, wider wavelength coverage, and updated assumptions about the clumping of gas in the
intergalactic medium (IGM), we find that the observable population of galaxies can sustain a fully reionized IGM
at z = 6, if the average ionizing photon escape fraction (fesc) is ∼30%. Our result contrasts with a number of
previous studies that have measured UV luminosity densities at these redshifts that vary by a factor of five, with
many concluding that galaxies could not complete reionization by z = 6 unless a large population of galaxies fainter
than the detection limit were invoked, or extremely high values of fesc were present. The specific UV luminosity
density from our observed galaxy samples at z = 7 and 8 is not sufficient to maintain a fully reionized IGM unless
fesc > 50%. We examine the contribution from galaxies in different luminosity ranges and find that the sub-L∗
galaxies we detect are stronger contributors to the ionizing photon budget than the L > L∗ population, unless fesc
is luminosity dependent. Combining our observations with constraints on the emission rate of ionizing photons
from Lyα forest observations at z = 6, we find that we can constrain fesc < 34% (2σ ) if the observed galaxies are
the only contributors to reionization, or <13% (2σ ) if the luminosity function extends to a limiting magnitude of
MUV = −13. These escape fractions are sufficient to sustain an ionized IGM by z = 6. Current constraints on the
high-redshift galaxy population imply that the volume ionized fraction of the IGM, while consistent with unity at
z � 6, appears to drop at redshifts not much higher than 7, consistent with a number of complementary reionization
probes. If faint galaxies dominated the ionizing photon budget at z = 6–7, future extremely deep observations with
the James Webb Space Telescope will probe deep enough to directly observe them, providing an indirect constraint
on the global ionizing photon escape fraction.
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ultraviolet: galaxies
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1. INTRODUCTION

The reionization of the intergalactic medium (IGM) is the
last major phase transition in the universe, and as such has
been a major topic of recent study. Over the past decade, a
number of lines of evidence have yielded improved constraints
on the duration of reionization, the completion redshift, and the
primary source of ionizing photons.

Observations of the cosmic microwave background measure
the Thomson scattering optical depth due to electrons in the path.
The updated 7 year Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe

11 Hubble Fellow.

(WMAP) results measure τ = 0.088 ± 0.014, which corresponds
to a redshift of instantaneous reionization of z = 10.6 ± 1.2
(Komatsu et al. 2011). However, reionization is likely to be a
much more extended event, especially if faint galaxies play a
dominant role. Measurements of the kinetic Sunyaev–Zeldovich
(kSZ) effect with the South Pole Telescope (SPT) from Zahn
et al. (2012) have recently placed a limit on the duration of
reionization, of Δz < 7.9. When combined with the WMAP
constrains on instantaneous reionization, they conclude at 95%
confidence that reionization was complete at z > 5.8, though
this measurement may not be sensitive to an extended end to
reionization. Additionally, observations of the Lyα forest in
high-redshift quasars suggest an end to reionization at z ∼ 6,
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as the measurements of the near-zones around z = 6 quasars
yield results consistent with a negligible neutral fraction (e.g.,
Fan et al. 2006). However, this relies on the assumption of
a uniform background, which is likely not the case. A recent
model-independent analysis claims an upper limit on the ionized
fraction of the IGM at z= 6 of only ∼50% (McGreer et al. 2011).
More z > 6 quasar sight lines may be needed to conclusively
verify both results (Mesinger 2010; see also Becker et al. 2007).

Nonetheless, some sources must be responsible for reionizing
the IGM at z � 6. Quasars were a natural choice, as they are
extremely bright, and the bulk of their ionizing photons can
escape. However, the quasar luminosity function peaks at z ∼ 2
and falls off rapidly toward higher redshift (e.g., Hopkins et al.
2007), with recent measurements at z ∼ 6 showing that the
quasar ionizing flux is insufficient by more than a factor of 10
of what is needed to reionize the IGM (Willott et al. 2010).
Additionally, observations of the X-ray background rule out
a dominant contribution to the reionizing photon budget from
quasars (Dijkstra et al. 2004a). Finally, if quasars dominated
the reionization of hydrogen, one would expect helium to
be reionized in the same epoch, which is not the case (e.g.,
McQuinn 2012).

Population III stars, due to their predicted high masses (e.g.,
Bromm & Larson 2004; Glover 2005), were very efficient
emitters of ionizing photons (Tumlinson & Shull 2000; Bromm
et al. 2001; Schaerer 2002). Their overall contribution to
reionization may, however, have been limited (e.g., Greif &
Bromm 2006). This conclusion has been strengthened by recent
simulation results which have corrected the mass scale of the
first stars down to less extreme values (Clark et al. 2011; Greif
et al. 2011, 2012).

The most likely source for the bulk of ionizing photons is thus
from star-forming galaxies themselves, where ionizing photons
are created from the massive stars present during ongoing star
formation. This has been well-studied observationally, but it
was only in the last decade when large samples of galaxies
close to the reionization epoch were compiled. Following wide
and deep surveys with the Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS)
on board the Hubble Space Telescope (HST), large samples of
z ∼ 6 galaxies were compiled (e.g., Giavalisco et al. 2004;
Bunker et al. 2004). While Giavalisco et al. (2004) found that
the specific UV luminosity density (and thus the star formation
rate density) was roughly constant from z = 4 to 6, Bunker
et al. (2004) found, via deeper observations, that this quantity
appeared to decline toward higher redshift. Using the commonly
accepted (at the time) large value for the clumping factor of the
IGM, they concluded that galaxies were unable to account for
the necessary ionizing photons to reionize the universe. Yan &
Windhorst (2004) pointed out that if the faint-end slope of the
galaxy luminosity function was steep, it could be that L < 0.1L∗
galaxies dominated the ionizing photon budget, and thus allowed
galaxies to complete reionization by z = 6. Regardless of the
interpretation, these galaxy samples contained only ∼50–100
galaxies, each of which was only detected in one band, given
the lack of deep HST near-infrared observations at the time.

The advent of the Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3) on HST
has opened the door to the z � 6 universe, allowing the first
investigation into whether reionization completed at z = 7 or
earlier. This is combined with recent results which have revised
the expected IGM clumping factor to much lower values (see
Section 4.1). Finkelstein et al. (2010) investigated the combined
UV luminosities of their observed z = 7 galaxies and found
that while they could come close to reionizing the IGM, either

fainter galaxies or high (�50%) escape fractions were necessary
to complete reionization by z = 7 (see also Bunker et al. 2010)

A number of studies have used measured luminosity functions
of z ∼ 7 and 8 galaxies to infer their contribution to reionization,
by integrating them down to an assumed magnitude limit. The
majority of these studies found that, once galaxies fainter than
the detection threshold are accounted for, galaxies could reionize
the universe at such early times (e.g., Oesch et al. 2010b;
McLure et al. 2010; Lorenzoni et al. 2011; Bouwens et al.
2012; see also Grazian et al. 2011). This is however reliant
on a number of assumptions. First, the luminosity function
results are susceptible to the assumption of a Schechter function
parameterization. At z ∼ 5–6, where the samples are larger,
there is no strong evidence for deviation from this function (e.g.,
Bouwens et al. 2007; McLure et al. 2009). However, as we push
closer to the Big Bang, galaxies are changing rapidly, thus at
some point we may encounter an epoch where the Schechter
function is no longer an accurate representation. This could be
due to a variety of effects, with one being a lack of active galactic
nuclei (AGNs) feedback if AGNs are not yet present in the
centers of all galaxies at very high redshifts, which is plausible
depending on the speed with which supermassive black holes
form in the early universe.

Additionally, while recent evidence has indicated a very steep
faint end slope at z � 7 (e.g., Bouwens et al. 2011a; Oesch
et al. 2012; Bradley et al. 2012), the uncertainty on these
measurements are large (e.g., σ (α) ≈ 0.2 at z = 8; Bradley
et al. 2012). Finally, when integrating the luminosity function,
one needs to choose a limiting magnitude, as suppression from
the UV background will result in the gas in galaxies becoming
heated below some circular velocity (i.e., mass) limit. Galaxies
above this limit are dense enough where collisional excitation of
H i by electrons can overcome photoionization heating, and have
their gas cool and form stars. However, we have no observational
evidence for this value, and theoretical results from the literature
yield values of −15 < Mlim < −10 (e.g., Finlator et al. 2011;
Muñoz & Loeb 2011; Kulkarni & Choudhury 2011; Choudhury
et al. 2008). With a steep faint-end slope, a difference of this level
can result in a difference in the integrated luminosity density by
more than a factor of two.

Here, we measure the specific luminosity density of the
observable galaxy population using the largest sample of 6 <
z < 8 galaxies yet compiled, which allows us to study the
contribution of galaxies to reionization without the uncertainties
inherent in invoking a parameterized luminosity function. This
allows us to assess whether a significant contribution from
galaxies below the observational limits is necessary to sustain
an ionized IGM at a given redshift. We emphasize our results
at z = 6, where we have a large sample, and each galaxy is
detected in four individual imaging bands, yielding much more
robust results over the previous studies which had access only
to optical ACS data.

In Section 2, we describe the data sets used in this study,
as well as our photometry and sample selection methods.
We discuss how we measured the rest-frame UV specific
luminosity density, and corrected it for incompleteness down to
our magnitude limit in Section 3, while in Section 4, we discuss
the implications of our results on the reionization of the IGM.
Throughout this paper we assume a concordance cosmology,
with Ho = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1, Ωm = 0.3, and Ωλ = 0.7. All
quoted volumes are co-moving, and all magnitudes are reported
in the AB system, where mAB = 31.4 − 2.5 log(fν/1 nJy) (Oke
& Gunn 1983). In the remainder of the paper, we make use of
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Table 1
Observations Summary

Field Area B435 V606 i775 I814 z850 Y098 Y105 J125 H160

(arcmin2) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag)

HUDF09 MAIN 5.0 29.5 29.9 29.7 · · · 29.0 · · · 29.2 29.5 29.5
HUDF09 PAR1 4.4 · · · 28.9 28.7 · · · 28.6 · · · 28.0 28.9 28.7
HUDF09 PAR2 4.6 · · · 29.0 28.7 · · · 28.4 · · · 28.7 29.1 28.9
GOODS-S DEEP 62.0 28.1 28.3 27.7 28.2 27.5 · · · 28.2 28.1 27.9
GOODS-S WIDE 34.1 28.1 28.3 27.7 27.8 27.5 · · · 27.4 27.6 27.3
GOODS-S ERS 40.5 28.1 28.3 27.7 27.7 27.5 27.6 · · · 28.0 27.7

Notes. The area is measured from the image area used to detect objects, which excludes noisy regions on the edges, regions without
data from all available filters, as well as regions overlapping deeper data (i.e., the CANDELS Deep field also covers the HUDF, thus we
have masked out this region in the CANDELS imaging for this analysis). The remaining columns are 5σ limiting magnitudes measured
in a 0.′′4 diameter apertures on non-PSF matched images. The F814W data from CANDELS were only used in the visual inspection of
z = 8 candidate galaxies, primarily in the GOODS-S DEEP field as it is ∼0.5 mag deeper than the existing GOODS ACS data.

luminosity functions from the literature over the redshift range
of our study. We use the luminosity functions from Bouwens
et al. (2007) for z = 4, 5, and 6; Bouwens et al. (2011a) for
z = 7; Bradley et al. (2012) for z = 8, and Bouwens et al.
(2011b) for z = 10. We note that the analysis by Bradley
et al. (2012) includes WFC3 pure parallel imaging from the
Brightest of Reionizing Galaxies (Trenti et al. 2011) survey,
resulting in an improved determination of the bright end of
the luminosity function. These represent the most up-to-date
luminosity functions for these redshifts at the time of this
writing. The characteristic magnitude values from these studies
are: M∗ = −20.98 (z = 4), −20.64 (z = 5), −20.24 (z = 6),
−20.14 (z = 7), −20.26 (z = 8), and −18.3 (z = 10).

2. OBSERVATIONS

In this paper, we use a sample of high-redshift galaxies
selected from HST data in the GOODS-S region. We review
our methods below, and note that they are similar to those used
in Finkelstein et al. (2012), thus the reader is referred there for
further details.

2.1. Data

We use WFC3 imaging data from three separate programs.
The first is the HUDF09 program (PID 11563; PI: Illingworth),
which obtained deep imaging over the Hubble UltraDeep Field
(HUDF) as well as its two flanking fields (which we will refer
to as HUDF09-01 or PAR1 and HUDF09-02 or PAR2). The
second data set comes from the WFC3 Early Release Science
Program (ERS; PID 11359; PI: O’Connell; Windhorst et al.
2011), which imaged the northern ∼25% of the GOODS-S
field. The third data set comes from the Cosmic Assembly
Near-Infrared Deep Extragalactic Legacy Survey (CANDELS;
PI: Faber & Ferguson; Grogin et al. 2011; Koekemoer et al.
2011), which obtained deep imaging of the central ∼50% of
GOODS-S (hereafter referred to as CANDELS DEEP), and less
deep imaging of the southern ∼25% of GOODS-S (hereafter
referred to as CANDELS WIDE; PID 12060, 12061, and
12062). We use the completed CANDELS data set in GOODS-
S, which includes 10 epochs in the DEEP field, as well as both
epochs of WIDE imaging. All three of these surveys obtained
imaging in the F125W and F160W filters (hereafter J125 and
H160). The CANDELS and HUDF09 surveys also obtained
imaging in the F105W filter, while the ERS used the narrower
F098M filter (hereafter Y105 and Y098, respectively). These fields
and their associated depths are summarized in Table 1.

2.2. Photometry and Sample Selection

We performed photometry on all three data sets using
the Source Extractor software (Bertin & Arnouts 1996). We
chose a single set of parameters that we applied to all im-
ages, which we tested to maximize detection of real sources
while minimizing contamination (the key parameters are
DETECT_MINAREA = 7 and DETECT_THRESH = 0.6). We
did this in two-image mode, using a weighted sum of the J125
and H160 images as the detection image, and the three WFC3
bands, as well as the archival GOODS-S ACS F435W, F606W,
F775W, and F850LP (hereafter B435, V606, i775, and z850, respec-
tively) bands as the measurement images. We also measured
photometry on very deep F814W ACS imaging, obtained in
parallel during the CANDELS observations. Recently obtained
ACS imaging suffers from poor charge transfer efficiency; this
can be corrected for detectable sources (Anderson & Bedin
2010), but at this point it is unclear whether robust upper limits
can be obtained from these data. We thus use the F814W imag-
ing (which has had this correction applied) only as a veto band
when inspecting z = 8 galaxy candidates, as at these redshifts
there should be no detectable flux in this band. All images were
matched to the point-spread function (PSF) of the H160 image
prior to the photometry.

We selected our sample of high-redshift galaxies using the
photometric redshift fitting software EAZY (Brammer et al.
2008). Rather than using the best-fit photometric redshift, we
used the full probability distribution function (PDF) to select
our galaxies. We do this by compiling samples in three redshift
bins, z = 6, 7, and 8. To make it into a given bin, an object
must have a �3.5σ detection in both the J125 and H160 bands, it
must have �70% of its integrated PDF in the primary redshift
solution, and it must have �25% of its integrated PDF within
zsample± 0.8 (i.e., for z = 6, �25% of the integrated PDF
must be at 5.2 � z � 6.8). Finally, objects which satisfy this
criterion for multiple samples are placed in the sample which
contains a larger fraction of the PDF (for this purpose, we also
integrated the PDF for hypothetical z = 5 and z = 9 samples to
prevent those objects from being placed in our z = 6 and z = 8
samples, respectively). These methods are similar to that used
in Finkelstein et al. (2012), and their Figure 1 illustrates this
selection technique.

This selection was performed separately for each imaging
data set. All selected candidates were visually inspected, to
screen against false detections such as diffraction spikes or
oversplit regions on the edges of bright galaxies. Additionally,
we screened against stellar contaminants, first by investigating
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Figure 1. Number of objects selected in each of our six fields for z = 6, 7, and 8, from left-to-right. At z = 6–7, the CANDELS Deep and ERS fields dominate the
sample. However, at z = 8, due to the decrease in the characteristic magnitude M∗ and the increased luminosity distance, the deeper HUDF09 fields dominate the
sample. The CANDELS Wide field contributes a non-negligible number of galaxies at z = 6, but is not deep enough to contribute significantly at higher redshifts.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

whether a given source is resolved, which we did by comparing
the measured full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the
sources to that of stars in the image (where this measurement
was performed by Source Extractor). For sources that had
FWHMs close to that of stars in the image, we compared their
colors to measured colors of late-types stars and brown dwarfs,
integrating observed NASA Infrared Telescope Facility (IRTF)
SpeX prism spectra through the ACS and WFC3 bandpasses.12

We found 15 likely M-dwarfs in our z = 6 sample and 4
likely brown dwarfs in our z = 7 sample. After clearing these
contaminants from the sample, we had a total of 302, 136, and 45
galaxy candidates at z = 6, 7, and 8, respectively. These samples
are summarized in Figure 1, which highlights the importance of
a wide area at z = 6 and very deep imaging at z = 8.

3. ANALYSIS

3.1. Measuring the Rest-frame UV Light

In order to study the contribution of the galaxies in our
sample to the reionization of the universe, we need to measure
their rest-frame UV absolute magnitudes. We have chosen to
do this in the same manner as in Finkelstein et al. (2012),
which we briefly summarize here. We first compute a grid of
synthetic stellar population models over a range of redshifts,
population ages, stellar metallicities, star formation histories,
and dust attenuations, using the updated (2007) models of
Bruzual & Charlot (2003, hereafter BC03). We then found
the best-fit model for a given galaxy in our sample via χ2

minimization, and then integrated this best-fit model spectrum
through a 100 Å wide square bandpass centered at rest-frame
1500 Å to compute the flux at that wavelength. This was then
converted to the absolute magnitude at 1500 Å (M1500) using
the distance modulus to the best-fit photometric redshift. The
uncertainty on M1500 was derived via a series of 100 Monte Carlo
simulations, where in each simulation each galaxy’s fluxes were
altered by a Gaussian random distribution with a mean of zero
and a standard deviation equal to the photometric error for the
band in question. In each simulation, a new redshift was chosen

12 This research has benefited from the SpeX Prism Spectral Libraries,
maintained by Adam Burgasser at
http://pono.ucsd.edu/∼adam/browndwarfs/spexprism.

based on the photometric redshift PDF for a given object; in
this way the uncertainties on all derived parameters include the
inherent uncertainty in the redshift. The 68% confidence range
of M1500 was then derived as the central 68% spread of M1500
values from the simulations for each object.

3.2. Incompleteness Correction

Prior to computing the specific luminosity density, we first
need to correct for incompleteness down to our limiting mag-
nitude. We have done this by inserting mock galaxies into our
images, running separate simulations for each redshift bin and
each data set (for a total of 18 sets of simulations). In each
simulation, we chose a uniform random distribution of redshifts
ranging from zsample ± 1, as well as a range of H160 magnitudes
modeled after the number counts in a given field, but contin-
uing the trend to fainter magnitudes. We then chose a stellar
metallicity, population age, and color excess E(B − V ) from
distributions which were tuned such that the recovered galaxies
in a given simulation had a similar rest-frame UV spectral slope
distribution as those of the recovered galaxy sample (ensuring
that we are not correcting for, e.g., a population of red galax-
ies that do not exist in reality). A stellar population model was
then created with these parameters and integrated through the
bandpasses of interest to derive galaxy magnitudes in each band.

The image of each mock galaxy was created with the GALFIT
software package (Peng et al. 2002). The position angle was
drawn from a uniform random distribution, while the Sérsic
index n was drawn from a log-normal distribution, such that
the mock sample was predominantly disk galaxies, with fewer
bulge-dominated galaxies. Both the half-light radius and the
axial ratio were tuned such that the recovered distributions
matched the distributions from our observed galaxy sample (to
prevent against, i.e., correcting for large galaxies that do not
exist).

Samples of 100–200 mock galaxies were placed in sub-
regions of the images in each field. The images were then
treated in the same manner as in Section 2.2, in that we derived
photometry with Source Extractor, and photometric redshifts
were measured with EAZY. Samples were selected at each
redshift using the same criteria as those used on our galaxy
samples. This process was repeated until ∼105 galaxies were
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Figure 2. Summary of our completeness simulations. Each panel represents one of our redshift bins of z = 6, 7, and 8 from left-to-right. Each panel contains the
probability of recovering a given galaxy (as a function of redshift and M1500) for two magnitude values; M1500 = −22 (solid line) and M1500 = −20 (dashed line). At
z = 6, 7, and 8, M1500 = −22 corresponds to apparent UV magnitudes of 24.7, 24.9, and 25.1, and M1500 = −20 corresponds to 26.7, 26.9, and 27.1, respectively.
While all fields can efficiently detect bright galaxies at any redshift, only the two HUDF09 fields can efficiently detect fainter galaxies at higher redshift, which is
consistent with our recovered distribution shown in Figure 1. Although the HUDF09 fields are more efficient than the CANDELS Deep and ERS fields for fainter
galaxies at z = 6, the much larger area probed by the latter fields results in their dominating the sample at that redshift. We note that although they are of comparable
area, the volume probed by the WIDE field is much less than the ERS. At fainter magnitudes, this is due to the increased depth in the ERS. However, even at bright
magnitudes, the ERS is more complete at z = 7 and 8, as the F098M filter used in the ERS does not overlap with F125W (while F105W, used in the remaining fields,
does), allowing more precise photometric redshifts.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

input and measured from the images (i.e., 500–1000 iterations).
Typical numbers of recovered galaxies were ∼2–3 × 104

(depending on the field and redshift), where a galaxy is denoted
as recovered if it is detected in the photometry and selected as a
candidate in the redshift range of interest.

For each field and at each redshift, we then computed the
probability that a given galaxy was recovered in our sample as a
function of the input redshift and M1500 (where here M1500 was
measured from the input spectrum to the simulations), defined
as P(M, z). These values are shown at a few representative
magnitudes in Figure 2.

3.3. Evolution of the Rest-frame UV Specific
Luminosity Density

Using the value of M1500 for each galaxy, as well as P(M, z)
for each field and redshift, we computed the rest-frame UV spe-
cific luminosity density (ρUV), in units of erg s−1 Hz−1 Mpc−3

(specific refers to per unit frequency, while density refers to per
unit volume). We converted the absolute magnitude M1500 of
each galaxy to the 1500 Å specific luminosity (i.e., erg s−1 Hz−1)
using the best-fit photometric redshift (while noting that the un-
certainty in M1500 includes the uncertainty in the redshift; see
Section 3.1).

We computed the effective volume, which is the volume over
which we are selecting galaxies given our imaging depths and
selection criteria, defined as

Veff(M1500)field = Afield

∫
dV

dz
P(M1500, z)dz, (1)

where Afield is the area probed by a given field, which is given
in Table 1, and dV /dz is the co-moving volume per square
arcminute per redshift slice dz at the redshift z. The value
of ρUV is thus the sum of the specific luminosities divided
by the effective volume for a given field and redshift, in
each magnitude bin. We note that in the following, when we
refer to measurements of our observed galaxy sample, or the
observable galaxy sample at a given redshift, we refer to these
incompleteness-corrected measurements.

We computed a total value of ρUV for each redshift, by first
taking the sum of all specific luminosities in a given redshift
sample in a given magnitude bin, and then dividing it by the sum
of the effective volumes for each field in that magnitude bin. We
corrected down to a limiting M1500 = −18, which corresponds
to 0.13, 0.14, and 0.19 × L∗ at z = 6, 7, and 8, respectively (as
well as 0.06 × L∗

z=3; Steidel et al. 1999). The total value of ρUV
was then the sum of these values over all magnitude bins. These
values are shown as the large cyan circles in Figure 3 and are
tabulated in Table 2.

The uncertainties quoted on ρUV are comprised of three
components: Poisson noise, photometric scatter, and uncertainty
in the effective volumes. These were included simultaneously
in a series of 104 bootstrap Monte Carlo simulations. In
each simulation, we accounted for Poisson noise by selecting
N ′ = N + A × √

N galaxies in each redshift bin through
random sampling with replacement, where N is the number of
galaxies in the bin, and A is a random number drawn from
a normal distribution with a mean of zero and a standard
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Figure 3. Specific luminosity density (ρUV) vs. redshift, where our observed samples, corrected for incompleteness down to M1500 < −18, are plotted as the cyan
circles. Results from the literature are shown as squares at z = 4, 5, and 6 from the GOODS fields (red; Giavalisco et al. 2004), z = 6 from the HUDF (green; Bunker
et al. 2004), z = 7 and 8 from the HUDF (purple; Finkelstein et al. 2010), z = 6 from GOODS+HUDF, and z = 10 from the HUDF (blue; Bouwens et al. 2006, 2011b).
All squares have been adjusted to a limiting magnitude of −18 (with the exception of the z = 7 and 8 points, which were not corrected for incompleteness). The
inverted triangles denote the integrated luminosity functions down to Mlim = −13 of Bouwens et al. (2007) at z = 4, 5, and 6, Bouwens et al. (2011a) at z = 7, Bradley
et al. (2012) at z = 8, and Bouwens et al. (2011b) at z = 10, where the gray error bar denotes the uncertainty on these integrated values due to the uncertainty in the
Schechter function parameters (particularly the faint-end slope α in the higher redshift bins). The wide gray curves denote the value of ρUV needed to sustain a fully
reionized IGM at a given redshift, for a given ratio of the clumping factor C over the escape fraction of ionizing photons fesc (Madau et al. 1999). The width of these
curves represents changing stellar metallicities, from 0.02 < Z/Z� < 1.0. The orange curves show the critical value of ρUV from the models of Shull et al. (2012), the
dashed line denotes an IMF with a slope of −2.35 and an upper-mass cutoff of 200 M�, while the solid line denotes an IMF slope of −1.9 with an upper-mass cutoff
of 100 M�. The right-hand vertical axis shows the corresponding intrinsic number density (i.e., prior to escape) of ionizing photons for a given specific UV luminosity
density, using the median of a range of ages and metallicities, and assuming a constant star formation history. This axis can be multiplied by the reader’s choice of
fesc. The green curve shows the predicted luminosity density for sources brighter than M1500 = −18 from the hydrodynamic simulations of Finlator et al. (2011).

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Table 2
Rest-frame UV Specific Luminosity Density

z NGalaxies ρUV ρUV ρUV ρUV Veff (M1500 = −22) Veff (M1500 = −20)
M1500 < −18 L > 0.2L∗ L > 0.5L∗ L > L∗ (Mpc3) (Mpc3)

6 302 0.79 ± 0.06 0.67 ± 0.05 0.44 ± 0.04 0.25 ± 0.03 3.07 ± 0.06 × 105 2.28 ± 0.03 × 105

7 136 0.49 ± 0.11 0.43 ± 0.06 0.27 ± 0.03 0.17 ± 0.02 3.04 ± 0.04 × 105 2.23 ± 0.02 × 105

8 45 0.27 ± 0.06 0.22 ± 0.04 0.08 ± 0.02 0.04 ± 0.01 2.96 ± 0.05 × 105 1.94 ± 0.02 × 105

Notes. All specific luminosity density values are in the units of 1026 erg s−1 Hz−1 Mpc−3. The effective volumes are quoted in comoving
units and were derived from the completeness simulations discussed in Section 3.2. The uncertainties on the volumes come from
bootstrap simulations, successively selecting 50% of the recovered simulated galaxies to assess the variation in P(M, z).

deviation of unity. We then account for the photometric noise
by taking each of the galaxies in the modified sample and
obtaining a new estimate, M ′

1500, for M1500, where M ′
1500 is

the original value M1500 modified by a Gaussian with σ equal

to the photometric error (performed in flux space). Finally, we
accounted for the uncertainty in the effective volume simulations
by computing the uncertainty inP(M1500, z) via a separate set of
simulations, randomly selecting N recovered simulated galaxies,
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where N is 50% of the total number of recovered galaxies. This
was done 103 times, generating 103 P(M1500, z) arrays. The
uncertainty in P(M1500, z) was derived as the standard deviation
of the 103 probability values at each magnitude and redshift.
These uncertainties were then folded into our uncertainty on
ρUV during the Monte Carlo simulations by modifying each
value of the P(M1500, z) array by a Gaussian with σ equal
to the uncertainty in P(M1500, z). Thus, at each redshift, we
obtained 104 values for ρUV including the effects of sample size,
photometric scatter, and uncertainty in the effective volumes.
The uncertainty we quote is the central 68% range of these
values.

We list the total effective volumes probed by our study at each
redshift (at two representative magnitudes) in Table 2. We note
that these volumes are subject to our assumptions of the galaxy
properties in our incompleteness simulations. As discussed in
the previous subsection, the key parameters in recovering a
galaxy are the color and size. While we have chosen what
we believe are appropriate distributions of both quantities (see
Section 3.2 for discussion), it is however interesting to examine
how the effective volume would change if the assumptions
were different. We have thus re-run our simulations at z =
6 in each field, using a modified color and size distribution
(in comparison to our default distributions, we broadened the
distribution of dust attenuation and changed the size distribution
to peak at smaller sizes, but with a higher large-radius tail). We
found that the derived effective volumes from this modified
simulation were ∼10% smaller than our nominal simulations in
Section 3.2. Thus, the derived UV luminosity densities would
be ∼10% higher if these volumes were more physically correct.
However, as discussed above, we believe that our assumed
physical property distributions are physically robust, so our
effective volumes should be representative of the true volumes
probed by our survey. As this test shows, if for whatever reason
this is not the case, it creates a systematic uncertainty on ρUV on
the order of 10% for modest changes in the input distributions.

3.4. Critical Specific Luminosity Density
to Sustain Reionization

As shown in Figure 3, our results show a decrease with
redshift in the specific luminosity density for the observable
galaxy population down to M1500 < −18. In order to understand
the implications of this trend on the reionization of the IGM, we
need to connect our observable, ρUV, to the necessary number
of ionizing photons to sustain a fully reionized IGM. We do
this in the same manner as in Finkelstein et al. (2010), where
we followed Madau et al. (1999) to derive the required 1500 Å
luminosity density to sustain reionization:

ρUV = 1.24 × 1025 ε53
−1

(
1 + z

8

)3 (
Ωbh

2
70

0.0461

)2

× xH ii
C

fesc
erg s−1 Hz−1 Mpc−3, (2)

where Ωb is the cosmic baryon density and h70 is the Hubble
parameter in units of h = 0.7, and the constant 0.0461 is our
assumed value of Ωb (× h2

70) from WMAP 7 year data (Komatsu
et al. 2011). The clumping factor of ionized hydrogen in the IGM
is denoted by C and ties in the average rate of recombinations in
the IGM. The average escape fraction of ionizing photons from
galaxies is denoted by fesc. The variable ε53 is the number of
Lyman continuum photons per unit of forming stellar mass in

units of 1053 photons s−1 (M� yr−1)−1. To determine this value,
we used the updated BC03 models with a Salpeter initial mass
function (IMF; with stellar masses from 0.1 to 100 M�) and
a constant star formation history. We examined values of the
stellar metallicity from 0.02 to 1.0 Z�, finding that ε53 ranges
from 0.9 to 1.4.13 The volume ionized fraction is denoted by
xH ii. We start by assuming this is equal to unity and investigate
changes in Section 4.6. The gray curves in Figure 3 denote
the critical specific UV luminosity density from this equation
required to sustain a fully reionized IGM at a given redshift,
where the width of the curve denotes the range of ε53 values
for differing metallicities. Should the IMF be more top heavy
than Salpeter or the metallicities in these galaxies be 	0.01 Z�,
it would increase the number of ionizing photons per observed
UV photon, making it easier for a given population to reionize
the IGM (e.g., Chary 2008). We note that currently there is no
strong evidence to support such very low metallicities of these
galaxies (e.g., Bouwens et al. 2010; Finkelstein et al. 2010,
2012; Wilkins et al. 2011b; Finlator et al. 2011; Wise et al.
2012).

We reiterate that, under the assumption of xH ii = 1, these
curves show the luminosity density required to maintain a fully
ionized IGM. Thus, if at a given redshift our galaxies do not
reach this threshold, it may not mean that sources of ionizing
photons are missing, it may just indicate the epoch when the
neutral fraction is no longer negligible. As the ionized fraction
falls, one can calculate the luminosity density necessary to
maintain a given volume ionized fraction by lowering the value
of xH ii. Previous observations constrain xH ii to equal unity at
z < 6 (e.g., Fan et al. 2006; though see, e.g., Mesinger 2010;
McGreer et al. 2011), and it is likely negligible by z > 15 (cf.
Section 4.6). As we are just pushing back into the reionization
epoch, we assume this parameter equals unity, but we note that
by z ∼ 8 it may be substantially reduced (possibly to ∼0.5–0.7,
e.g., Bolton & Haehnelt 2007; Pritchard et al. 2010; Bolton et al.
2011; Mortlock et al. 2011; Pentericci et al. 2011). The primary
effect of this is that a lower ionized volume fraction makes it
easier for galaxies to keep the ionized portion of the IGM in
an ionized state. The reader can take this into account when
investigating the various gray curves in Figure 3.

4. DISCUSSION

4.1. Assumptions

The critical curves for sustaining a fully reionized IGM are
shown as the gray bands in Figure 3, for different assumptions
of the ratio between the clumping factor and escape fraction
of ionizing photons, C/f esc. The clumping factor of ionized
hydrogen in the IGM is derived theoretically, and up until
recently, had been thought to be very large, C ∼ 30 (e.g.,
Gnedin & Ostriker 1997). This high value necessitates more
ionizing photons to reionize a given volume, leading a number of
studies to conclude that galaxies could not reionize the universe
(e.g., Bunker et al. 2004). However, these early simulations
included all gas in their computation of the clumping factor.
It may be more accurate to only consider gas that is in the
IGM, as absorption by gas in the ISM will be accounted for
in the escape fraction. Due to a better understanding of the
interface between the IGM and the circumgalactic medium, and
also because of an improved understanding of the feedback

13 These values assumed an age of 50 Myr. For a constant star formation
history, ε53 is invariant for ages larger than 10 Myr.
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from reionization (e.g., Miralda-Escudé et al. 2000; Pawlik
et al. 2009; Shull et al. 2012) (see also Wise & Abel 2005;
Iliev et al. 2006; Raičević & Theuns 2011) and improvements
in our understanding of self-shielding (e.g., McQuinn et al.
2011), recent simulations yield much lower values of C ∼ 1–5
(see also Faucher-Giguère et al. 2008). Recent simulations by
Finlator et al. (2012) show that when averaging only over
gas that is sufficiently underdense that its ionization state is
determined by the global UV background rather than by the
next nearest galaxy (the impact of circumgalactic gas being more
appropriately attributed to fesc), C ∼ 3 at z = 6, dropping to ∼2
by z = 8.

The escape fraction of ionizing photons from galaxies is
also poorly understood and is one of the primary goals of a
number of observational studies. This is impossible to directly
observe at the redshifts of our study, as any escaping ionizing
photons will be absorbed by lingering neutral gas in the IGM.
Direct detection is possible at z < 4, but the results have been
mixed. Siana et al. (2010) searched for ionizing photons with
UV imaging of z ∼ 1 star-forming galaxies, finding only non-
detections, resulting in an upper limit on the relative escape
fraction of ionizing photons to UV photons of fesc,rel < 2% (see
also Siana et al. 2007). At z ∼ 3, Shapley et al. (2006) found
that 2/14 LBGs have relative escape fractions of ∼ 50%–100%,
with the remainder having fesc,rel < 25%. A number of other
studies have detected escaping ionizing photons at z ∼ 3–4
(e.g., Steidel et al. 2001; Iwata et al. 2009; Vanzella et al.
2010; Nestor et al. 2011, though we note some of these studies
observed in the same field (SSA22), thus they may have sources
in common), though space-based imaging may be necessary to
exclude contamination from intervening sources (e.g., Vanzella
et al. 2012), and an examination of the photoionization rate in
the Lyman alpha forest implies fesc < 1% at z = 3 (Faucher-
Giguère et al. 2008).

Thus, it appears is if the average escape fraction of ionizing
photons may be increasing with increasing redshift (or, alterna-
tively, the fraction of galaxies exhibiting fesc significantly larger
than zero rises with redshift). This is supported by the analysis
of Inoue et al. (2006), who combined non-detections of escap-
ing ionizing photons at z < 3 with the ionizing background
intensities derived at higher redshift to conclude that fesc rises
from <0.01 at z = 1 to ∼0.1 at z = 4. Future results from
UV observations from CANDELS as well as in the HUDF (PI:
Teplitz) will shed more light on this issue, but there are a few
observational clues to support this interpretation. A recent study
by Kuhlen & Faucher-Giguère (2012) have combined all obser-
vational evidence (luminosity functions, WMAP, kSZ, and Lyα
forest measurements) to create concordance models of reion-
ization, which implies an increasing escape fraction at higher
redshift with fesc higher by perhaps as much as 10× at z > 4.
Additionally, the fraction of galaxies exhibiting Lyα emission
(with a rest-frame Lyα equivalent width >20 Å) rises with red-
shift, from ∼25% at z ∼ 3 (e.g., Shapley et al. 2003) to �60% at
z ∼ 6 (e.g., Stark et al. 2010, 2011). Whatever physical mecha-
nism allows a larger fraction of Lyα photons to escape will likely
also allow a larger fraction of ionizing photons to escape (to a
point; if all ionizing photons escape, no Lyα will be produced).
One possible scenario is that the covering fraction of neutral
gas decreases with increasing redshift. Observational evidence
for this has been found, as Jones et al. (2011) measured that
the low ionization absorption lines in a stacked rest-frame UV
spectrum of z = 4 galaxies were weaker than at z = 3, imply-
ing a lower covering fraction of neutral gas at higher redshift.

Additionally, they stacked galaxies with and without Lyα emis-
sion, and found weaker absorption features in the stack of galax-
ies with Lyα emission. This supports a scenario where galaxies
at higher redshift have a lower neutral gas covering fraction,
allowing both more ionizing and Lyα photons to escape directly
to the observer, and that the observed increase in the incidence
at Lyα emission at higher redshift may also trace an increase in
the ionizing escape fraction.

The reduced covering fraction may be due to star formation
activity. The specific star formation rate (sSFR; star-formation
rate per unit mass) is remarkably constant from z ∼ 4 to 7 (e.g.,
Stark et al. 2009; González et al. 2010). However, the typical
galaxy physical size at a given luminosity decreases toward
higher redshift (e.g., Ferguson et al. 2004; Oesch et al. 2010a;
Ryan et al. 2012), thus the constant sSFR is occurring over
a smaller surface area, which can result in the star formation
episode driving gas from the galaxies more easily (e.g., Kornei
et al. 2012). In addition, the stellar masses of galaxies have
been observed to decrease with increasing redshift at a fixed
fraction of L∗, reducing the gravitational potential, and also
allowing more efficient winds (e.g., Stark et al. 2009; Finkelstein
et al. 2010; González et al. 2010; Labbé et al. 2010; McLure
et al. 2011), plausibly decreasing the gas covering fraction,
allowing a higher escape fraction. We note however that these
measurements solely constrain the stellar masses, not the total
baryonic mass, which may not evolve as strongly. Finally, a
higher escape fraction is also consistent with the observed
galaxy luminosity density and the photoionization rate inferred
from observations of the Lyα forest in z � 6 quasars, which
imply fesc∼20%–30% at z ∼ 6 (see Section 4.5; Bolton &
Haehnelt 2007).

A number of theoretical studies have examined the escape of
ionizing photons, both as a function of redshift and halo mass
(e.g., Ricotti & Shull 2000; Fernandez & Shull 2011; Gnedin
et al. 2008; Wise & Cen 2009; Yajima et al. 2011; Haardt &
Madau 2012; Conroy & Kratter 2012). For example, Yajima
et al. (2011) investigated this quantity from 3 < z < 6. At
z = 6, they found that the escape fraction was >10% for all
halos more massive than 1011 M� (which likely encompasses
the majority of the galaxies in our sample), with fesc rising
toward lower halo masses, for an overall average of 40%.
Razoumov & Sommer-Larsen (2010) investigate this at higher
redshifts and found that typical escape fractions in halos with
masses from 1010 to 1011 M� at z = 6–8 are ∼50%–80%. The
radiative transfer simulations of Haardt & Madau (2012) also
find that a relatively high escape fraction, and one which rises
with redshift from 10% to 30% from z = 6 → 8, is necessary
to match the emissivity measurements from the Lyα forest.
Another recent study, Conroy & Kratter (2012) investigated the
impact of runaway massive stars on the overall escape fraction.
They found that by accounting for the motions of these stars
the escape fractions in lower mass galaxies could rise, as the
smaller sizes of lower mass galaxies would allow massive stars
to emerge from the gas disk prior to exploding. They found
that galaxies with halo masses less than 1010 M� have escape
fractions enhanced 3–6× over models without runaway stars.
Various other models find that the escape fraction varies (either
higher or lower) with halo mass due to a variety of effects
(e.g., Gnedin et al. 2008; Wise & Cen 2009; Fernandez & Shull
2011), including holes in the ISM from supernovae (e.g., Yajima
et al. 2009). Thus, a relatively high escape fraction and an escape
fraction that varies with halo mass and redshift appears justified,
though it remains to be verified observationally.
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In the following discussion, we will use the value of C/f esc =
10 as our canonical model, which represents a scenario of C =
3 and fesc = 30%, consistent with the above results. Should
the reader prefer different values, we show in Figure 3 critical
curves for sustaining a fully reionized IGM for four values of
C/f esc: 3, 10, 30, and 100. In our discussion, we will discuss
the impact of a different escape fraction on our conclusions.

4.2. Can the Observed Galaxies Sustain an Ionized IGM?

In Figure 3, we show three previous results at z = 6, all
derived solely using ACS optical imaging. The first, from
Giavalisco et al. (2004), is based on a sample of 117 i′-dropout
galaxies in the two GOODS fields. Correcting their sample for
incompleteness down to MUV = −19.3, they found ρUV =
1.15 ± 0.23 × 1026 erg s−1 Hz−1 Mpc−3. To convert this to
our common magnitude limit of MUV = −18, we use the
z = 6 luminosity function of Bouwens et al. (2008), finding
a correction factor of 2.0 (i.e., ρUV[M < −18] = 2.3 ± 0.46 ×
1026 erg s−1 Hz−1 Mpc−3). We note that in their study, the
existing depth in the z′ data was 26.5; the data used in our
present study are a full magnitude deeper.

The second observation, from Bunker et al. (2004), is based
on a sample of 54 i′-dropout galaxies in the HUDF, finding
ρUV[M < −18.2] = 0.357 ± 0.071 × 1026 erg s−1 Hz−1 Mpc−3;
we apply a factor of 1.08 to convert this to our common mag-
nitude limit. Finally, the third study, from Bouwens et al.
(2006), uses both of the aforementioned data sets, includ-
ing also the HUDF parallel fields, for a total sample of
∼500 galaxies, finding ρUV[M < −17.5] = 1.77 ± 0.45 ×
1026 erg s−1 Hz−1 Mpc−3; we apply a correction factor of 0.85
to these observations to convert to ρUV[M < −18].

Interestingly, while the Bunker et al. (2004) survey goes
deeper, down to MUV ∼ −18.2, than the shallower GOODS
data from Giavalisco et al. (2004), one would have expected the
former to yield a larger value of ρUV (prior to the correction),
but the opposite is observed. After we correct all three studies
to a common magnitude limit, we would expect them to be in
agreement, which is not the case, as they differ by more than a
factor of five. There are a few reasons why such a discrepancy
is not surprising. The first is due to cosmic variance, as the
Bunker et al. (2004) study only probed the 11 arcmin2 ACS data
in the HUDF, while the Giavalisco et al. (2004) and Bouwens
et al. (2006) studies included the ∼300 arcmin2 GOODS fields.
Second, as these galaxies were selected only with ACS imaging
in all three surveys, they were observed in only a single band
(z′). This can be dangerous, as the likelihood of selecting a noise
peak is greatly enhanced when using a single band detection
versus dual band (see Bouwens et al. 2011b and Yan et al.
2010 for a similar discrepancy in single-band-selected z = 10
galaxy number counts, though the z = 10 disconnect is greatly
enhanced due to the extreme faintness of such sources).

The time is thus ripe to re-investigate the luminosity density
at z = 6, using our up-to-date data set. Our current sample of
z = 6 galaxies is more robust, as our selection over both the
GOODS-S field and the HUDF09 fields covers both a large
volume and a large dynamic range in object brightness. Addi-
tionally, the availability of the WFC3 data allows us to observe
z = 6 candidate galaxies in four bands, increasing the robust-
ness of the sample. In particular, observations at four wave-
lengths throughout the rest-frame UV yield much more robust
estimates of MUV than the single point previously available at
z = 6. We find 302 z = 6 galaxy candidates, or nearly double
the size of the Giavalisco et al. (2004) and Bunker et al. (2004)

samples combined (though less than Bouwens et al. 2006; we
expect this to be rectified when we soon incorporate the incom-
ing CANDELS data in the GOODS-N field). We measure ρUV =
0.79 ± 0.06 ×1026 erg s−1 Hz−1 Mpc−3, which is in between
the previously measured values discussed above, with a much
smaller uncertainty.

As shown in Figure 3, the observable (i.e., M1500 < −18)
z = 6 galaxy population is capable of sustaining reionization for
our canonical model of a low clumping factor and a moderate
average escape fraction (C = 3 and fesc = 30%). Thus, in
a change from a number of previous studies (e.g., Yan &
Windhorst 2004; Bunker et al. 2004), it is not required to
invoke galaxies fainter than our detection threshold to sustain a
fully reionized IGM by z = 6, due to both our more robust
measurement as well as the updated assumptions about the
clumping factor (see also Kuhlen & Faucher-Giguère 2012). Nor
do we need to invoke an escape fraction of unity, as fesc ∼ 30%
on average is sufficient (if C ≈ 3). Finally, we reiterate that this
is also independent of assumptions about the form and faint-end
cutoff of the luminosity function. We note that our inclusion
of deeper z′ imaging, multiple fields, as well as near-infrared
imaging yields a more robust estimate of the luminosity density,
in contrast to the previous observations, which differed by a
factor of >5×.

Different conclusions are reached at z = 7–8. As shown
in Figure 3, the specific UV luminosity density experiences
a steady decline with redshift from z = 4 to 8. Combined with
the denser IGM at higher redshift, necessitating a higher ρUV to
compensate for the shorter recombination time, the observable
galaxy population at z = 7–8 falls short of what is needed
to sustain a fully reionized IGM, unless the escape fraction is
unity (which is unlikely to be the case for all galaxies). A similar
result is seen in the simulations of Salvaterra et al. (2011), as
shown in their Figure 8. They find that galaxies observable with
HST can sustain a reionized IGM if fesc = 20% and C = 5 at
z = 6, with C < 2 (or a higher escape fraction) necessary at
z � 7 to maintain reionization with the observable galaxies.
However, their simulation also probes down to MUV = −15,
and at that level they find that the observable galaxies with HST
only account for ∼20% of the total number of escaping ionizing
photons.

At z = 7, we find that the observed galaxies only account for
∼50% of the required UV luminosity density inferred to sustain
reionization. As we discuss later in Section 4.7, observations
reaching ∼1 mag fainter may yield enough galaxies (assuming
the published luminosity functions) to account for a fully
reionized IGM if C/f esc = 10, similar to conclusions at this
redshift from Robertson et al. (2010). We explore the possible
contribution from galaxies below our detection threshold in
Section 4.4 and examine possible changing escape fractions
in Section 4.5.

Our observations from only the observed galaxy population
are consistent with independent evidence that the universe was
not completely reionized at z � 7. Studies of both Lyα emission
(e.g., Stark et al. 2010, 2011) and quasar near-zones (e.g., Fan
et al. 2006) at z ∼ 6 yield results consistent with a negligible
neutral fraction, implying that reionization was complete by
z = 6. However, recent spectroscopic follow-up of z ∼ 7
galaxies has yielded a much lower success rate of Lyα emission
detection than there should have been given the Lyα EW
distributions at z = 4–6 (Stark et al. 2010; Fontana et al. 2010;
Pentericci et al. 2011; Ono et al. 2012; Schenker et al. 2012;
Treu et al. 2012), implying neutral fractions as high as ∼50%.
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A similar decrease in the Lyα luminosity function has been
measured from z = 5.7 to z = 6.6 (e.g., Ouchi et al. 2010;
Hu et al. 2010), though see also Malhotra & Rhoads (2004).
Follow-up high-resolution spectroscopic study of the near-zone
around the recently discovered z = 7 quasar ULAS J1120+0641
(Mortlock et al. 2011) yields evidence for a neutral fraction
>10%. We note that the Lyα results are very preliminary and
are also dependent on the neutral gas distribution within the
galaxy (e.g., see Section 6.3 of Finkelstein et al. 2012), and
the quasar results are based on a single sight line, which could
be biased by a nearby cloud of neutral gas (e.g., Bolton et al.
2011), thus more data are needed to conclusively show that the
neutral fraction is indeed rising. In any case, if our assumptions
of a low clumping factor and a moderate escape fraction are
reasonably correct, then the combination of galaxy, quasar, and
spectroscopic observations points to an end to reionization by
z = 6, but not earlier than z ∼ 6.5. This matches well with
the conclusions we make solely from the observed galaxies,
though it is likely that galaxies fainter than our detection
limit are playing a strong role (though this depends on the
limiting magnitude and whether the escape fraction is luminosity
dependent). This then implies that through some combination of
limiting magnitude and luminosity-dependent escape fractions,
the observed galaxy populations are an excellent tracer of the
ionizing photon background.

In order to place these results in context, we examine the
recent study of Kuhlen & Faucher-Giguère (2012), who com-
bined the WMAP and SPT results with the observed luminosity
function evolution (extrapolated to higher redshift), and z < 6
Lyα forest measurements to investigate concordance models of
reionization. They find that the available data predict that the
universe was ∼50% ionized at z ∼ 10 when using the conser-
vative constraint from the SPT measurements on the duration
of reionization (Zahn et al. 2012), as recent work by Mesinger
et al. (2012) shows that there likely do exist correlations between
the thermal SZ power and the cosmic infrared background; in
the presence of these correlations, the constraint on the dura-
tion of reionization degrades to Δz < 7.9 (Zahn et al. 2012;
Mesinger et al. 2012). In the presence of this constraint, Kuhlen
& Faucher-Giguère (2012) find that scenarios invoking a very
high contribution from very faint galaxies will result in a reion-
ization history which is too extended. As shown in Figure 3, if
the IGM is truly ∼50% ionized at z ∼ 10, then there will need
to be a significant contribution from faint galaxies, necessitating
a longer duration of reionization.

We note that our quoted rest-UV luminosities are not cor-
rected for dust attenuation. In Finkelstein et al. (2012), we ex-
amined the average dust attenuation as a function of redshift,
finding that z = 6 galaxies appeared to contain little dust, and
z = 7 galaxies appeared to be dust free (due to only two detected
fluxes, robust estimates of the extinction at z = 8 were difficult,
though they were consistent with little-to-no dust). Using the
values of the UV spectral slope β from that work, and the con-
version from β to the attenuation at 1600 Å from Meurer et al.
(1999 see discussion in Finkelstein et al. 2012 for the appli-
cability of this relation at high redshift), we find that A1600 =
0.31 mag at z = 6, and A1600 = 0 mag at z = 7 and 8. Thus,
accounting for dust does not change the above conclusions at
z = 7 and 8, while the observed specific luminosity density
may in fact be up to 30% higher at z = 6. However, any dust
present will likely also attenuate the ionizing photons, though
the dust attenuation curves are not well sampled at such blue
wavelengths (e.g., Calzetti et al. 1994). In light of this, we con-

clude that using the observed luminosity density is appropriate,
assuming that the ionizing radiation is not significantly more (or
less) attenuated than the rest-frame 1500 Å light.

In Figure 3, we also show (in orange) critical values of ρUV
from the reionization models of Shull et al. (2012) for a varying
IMF (see their Equation 9). The calculation to derive these values
is similar to that of Madau et al. (1999), except that these models
allow an explicit IGM temperature dependence. Shull et al.
(2012) also provide a convenient method to determine ε53 (which
they refer to as QLyC) for a wider variety of stellar population
parameters, including a varying IMF. Thus, it is interesting to
examine this model for a few representative parameter values to
see if it affects our earlier conclusions.

We first used the models of Shull et al. (2012) to derive the
critical luminosity density assuming the same parameters as our
default models from Madau et al. (1999), namely, C/f esc = 10,
a Salpeter IMF, and a stellar metallicity 20% of solar. We also
needed to assume a value for the diffuse IGM temperature; Shull
et al. (2012) suggest a value of 104 K, as simulations suggest
5000 K < T < 20000 K, consistent with temperatures observed
in Lyα forest measurements of the IGM (e.g., Davé et al. 2001;
Becker et al. 2007). The critical luminosity density from this
relation is consistent with the C/f esc = 10 curve already in
Figure 3, though we note that increasing or decreasing the
temperature can significantly raise or lower the derived critical
value.

To investigate the impact of a changing IMF, we use the
recent empirical results from Finkelstein et al. (2011), who
found evidence for a top-heavy IMF and/or a ∼200 M� upper
mass limit based on an elevated ratio of Paschen α to the far-
infrared emission in a lensed submillimeter galaxy at z = 2.5. If
we first keep the IMF slope fixed to −2.35 and change the upper
mass end to 200 M� (up from 100 M�), we derive a critical
luminosity density that changes only slightly from the nominal
case (slightly below the C/f esc = 10 curve). If however we keep
the upper mass end limit at 100 M� and change the slope of the
IMF to −1.9, which was the best-fit value from Finkelstein et al.
(2011), then we find a vastly different result, shown as the solid
orange curve in Figure 3. If the IMF is in fact significantly top-
heavy at high redshift, then as expected the critical luminosity
density for sustaining reionization decreases, allowing even our
observed sample of galaxies at z = 7 to sustain an ionized IGM
with an average escape fraction of only 30%.

Finally, in Figure 3 we show in green the predicted luminosity
density for galaxies at M1500 < −18, derived from a radiation
hydrodynamic simulation that incorporates both galactic out-
flows and a self-consistently grown ionizing background as in
Finlator et al. (2011), while subtending a 12 h−1 Mpc volume
at the same mass and spatial resolution. At all redshifts, these
predicted values fall short of our observed luminosity densities.
Some of this discrepancy may be due to volume limitations,
but as we show below, the sub-L∗ galaxies are the dominant
contributors, hence they should be reasonably well represented.
This discrepancy could indicate that a higher star formation
efficiency in the models is warranted, perhaps via weaker out-
flows. It also relaxes the requirements for the ionizing escape
fraction. In particular, the Finlator et al. (2011) models required
an escape fraction of 50% in order to complete reionization by
z = 6; weakening feedback by a factor of 2–3 would suppress the
required escape fraction by the same factor, bringing it closer to
the observed values at lower redshift (Shapley et al. 2006; Siana
et al. 2010; Nestor et al. 2011), as well as those we find below
in Section 4.5.
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Figure 4. Fraction of the critical specific UV luminosity density necessary for
sustaining reionization (denoted by the gray bar for C/f esc = 10) obtained from
the (incompleteness-corrected) observed galaxy population (large cyan points)
as a function of redshift, assuming C/f esc = 10 (left vertical axis) and 30
(right vertical axis). The blue inverted triangles, green squares, and red triangles
show the critical fraction for galaxies with luminosities greater than 0.2, 0.5,
and 1 × the characteristic luminosity L∗, respectively. At z = 6, where the
observed population can reionize the universe, this figure highlights that while
galaxies below our detection limit are not necessary, it is the fainter portion of
the observed population which is dominating ρUV, as galaxies with luminosities
greater than 0.2L∗ contribute ∼2.7× more than L > L∗ galaxies. This is even
more so in the case at z = 7 and 8, though at these redshifts the entire observed
population is short by a factor of ∼2.5–3 of the ionizing photons necessary to
sustain reionization for C/f esc = 10.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

4.3. Contribution of Different Luminosity Ranges

We now investigate how the different luminosity ranges of
our observed galaxy sample contribute to the total specific UV
luminosity density. We reiterate that this is independent of any
luminosity function parameterization (with the exception of the
definition of the characteristic luminosity L∗). In Figure 4,
we show the fraction of the critical value of ρUV necessary
for sustaining a fully reionized IGM reached by our observed
population at each redshift, for all galaxies (large circles), and
for galaxies with luminosities greater than 0.2, 0.5, and 1 × L∗
(small colored symbols), where the appropriate value of L∗ for
each redshift is used.

At z = 6, this figure reinforces our observation that the
observable population at z = 6 appears sufficient to maintain an
ionized IGM, while those at z = 7 and 8 are not. At z = 6, the
ratio of the specific UV luminosity density from galaxies with
L > 0.2L∗ to that of galaxies with L > L∗ is a factor of ∼2.7.
This highlights that it is very much the sub-L∗ galaxies which
are dominating the reionization photon budget. Additionally,
galaxies with 0.2L∗ < L < 0.5L∗ contribute a roughly equal
amount to reionization as those with L > L∗. These ratios are
similar at z = 7.

At z = 8, the results are even more tilted in favor of the fainter
galaxies, with the ratio of ρUV from galaxies with L > 0.2L∗ to
that of galaxies with L > L∗ at a factor of ∼5.5, and galaxies at
0.2L∗ < L < 0.5L∗ contributing more than triple the number
of UV (and plausibly ionizing) photons as the L > L∗ galaxies
(though both woefully short of the critical value of ρUV). Our
observations thus imply that the faint-end slope of the luminosity
function at z � 6 is steep, and that the slope is becoming

even steeper as z → 8 (in agreement with previous studies;
e.g., Bouwens et al. 2012; Oesch et al. 2012; Bradley et al.
2012).

4.4. Galaxies Below our Detection Threshold

Although our observed population appears consistent with
multiple lines of evidence pointing to the completion of reion-
ization by, but not too long before, z = 6, our conclusions are
dominated by assumptions about the escape fraction of ionizing
photons. Thus, it may be that fainter galaxies do play a large
role. Although we will not observe them until the launch of the
James Webb Space Telescope (JWST), it is highly likely that
there do exist galaxies below our observational limit. How-
ever, this introduces another uncertainty, in that we do not
know how far down the luminosity function galaxies are able
to form.

At some limiting dark matter halo mass, the gas within a
halo will no longer be able to self-shield against an ionizing
background from the sources which began reionization. In such
halos, star formation will be suppressed, effectively cutting
off the UV luminosity function at a limiting magnitude Mlim
(e.g., Shapiro et al. 1994; Thoul & Weinberg 1996; Gnedin
2000; Dijkstra et al. 2004b; Okamoto et al. 2008; Finlator
et al. 2011), though in the case of inhomogeneous reionization,
very small halos may still contribute a significant number of
ionizing photons before they are quenched (Finlator et al.
2011). This has not yet been seen observationally, as there is
no evidence for a turnover in the luminosity function (e.g.,
Bouwens et al. 2007, 2011a), which implies that such a cutoff
occurs at Mlim > −16.5 (the limiting absolute magnitude for
z = 4 galaxies in the HUDF). Such a turnover has also not
been seen in large cosmological simulations. For example, the
models of Finlator et al. (2011) find an increasing luminosity
function down to their resolution limit, which corresponds to
Mlim = −13. Interestingly, a recent study of high-redshift
gamma-ray burst (GRB) host galaxies by Trenti et al. (2012)
finds that the non-detection of five z > 5 GRB hosts implies
that galaxies fainter than MUV = −15 were likely present at
z > 5 (see also Tanvir et al. 2012).

The inverted triangles in Figure 3 show the specific UV
luminosity density if we take the luminosity functions from the
literature and integrate them down to Mlim = −13 (Bouwens
et al. 2007, 2011a, 2011b; Bradley et al. 2012). The uncertainties
on these values were derived via 103 Monte Carlo simulations,
where in each simulation each Schechter function parameter
was modified by a Gaussian random number multiplied by the
associated parameter uncertainty.

We note that in these simulations, we have used the published
uncertainties on each Schechter function parameter; thus, they
were free to vary independent of each other. However, these
parameters, particularly the characteristic magnitude M∗ and
the faint-end slope α, are correlated, thus the uncertainty on
the integrated luminosity functions may be smaller than those
derived here. If the published luminosity functions accurately
represent the true galaxy population, and the population does
indeed extend this faint, than the existing galaxy population at
z = 7 and z = 8 can sustain reionization for C/f esc = 10. How-
ever, both luminosity functions are highly uncertain at this point,
especially at z = 8, where the error bar stretches well below the
value necessary to sustain reionization. These luminosity func-
tion uncertainties, combined with the uncertainty on the value
of Mlim, render the contribution of the unseen faint galaxies to
reionization difficult to assess.
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4.5. Constraints on the Escape Fraction

As discussed above, if the escape fraction is modestly high,
at ∼30%, then the observable galaxy population at z = 6 can
sustain a fully reionized IGM. However, it is highly probable that
galaxies significantly fainter than this limit exist, given results
from a wide variety of cosmological simulations (e.g., Trenti
et al. 2010; Salvaterra et al. 2011; Finlator et al. 2011; Jaacks
et al. 2012), and plausible, though scant, observational evidence
(e.g., Trenti et al. 2012).

In light of the likelihood that the galaxy luminosity function
extends fainter than we can observe, it is instructive to examine
the effect of our choice of 30% for the escape fraction in the
above discussion. As shown in Figure 3, our observed galaxy
population will yield just enough photons to sustain an ionized
IGM at z = 6 if the escape fraction is 30%. If the luminosity
function extends significantly fainter than MUV = −18, and
the escape fraction is on average 30% for all galaxies, then
more ionizing photons will be produced than are necessary to
complete reionization. In principle, this is not a problem, as once
the IGM is reionized, it will stay ionized as long as the critical
number of ionizing photons are being produced.

However, there is one observational constraint we have not
yet strongly considered, which is the measurement of the
ionizing emissivity from observations of the Lyα forest opacity.
Bolton & Haehnelt (2007) studied this at z = 6 combining
simulations with high-resolution spectroscopic observations of
z > 6 quasars and found that only 1.5–3 ionizing photons
per hydrogen atom were created, leading them to believe that
reionization was “photon-starved.” At z = 6, they calculated a
1σ upper limit on the photoionization rate per comoving Mpc,
which can be converted to the emission rate of ionizing photons
when combined with a measurement of the mean free path of
ionizing photons. Using the updated measurement of the mean
free path from Songaila & Cowie (2010), Kuhlen & Faucher-
Giguère (2012) find this 1σ upper limit on the ionizing photon
emission rate to be <2.6 × 1050 s−1 Mpc−3. This result, though
based on a relatively small number of sight lines, implies an
upper limit to the number of ionizing photons escaping galaxies
at z = 6.

In Figure 5, we compare this constraint from the Lyα forest
to our observations, for a variety of escape fractions. We convert
our observed UV luminosity density into a comoving rate
of ionizing photons using the same set of stellar population
model assumptions used to derive ε53 in Section 3.4. Assuming
Z = 0.2 Z�, we find Ṅion = 1.9 × 1025 × ρUV× fesc. This
assumes a star formation history that is in equilibrium (i.e.,
massive O stars die as fast as they are formed). We use this
to show in Figure 5 the inferred emission rate of ionizing
photons from both our observed galaxies (in cyan) and the z = 6
luminosity function of Bouwens et al. (2008) integrated down to
MUV = −10 and −15 (light gray band, where the left and right
edges of the band denote Mlim = −10 and −15, respectively).

If Mlim ∼ −18, an escape fraction of 30% is allowed within
the 2σ upper limit on the Lyα forest constraint. With this
constraint, the 2σ (1σ ) upper limit on the escape fraction is
<34% (17%). As shown by the light gray band, if the luminosity
function extends fainter than our observations, then the escape
fraction must decrease, otherwise the Lyα forest constraints
will be violated. Using the limit of MUV = −13 used above
in Section 4.4, we find that accounting for galaxies fainter than
our detection limit the average escape fraction must be <13%
(6%) at 2σ (1σ ). This analysis assumes the best-fit luminosity
function parameters; if the true z = 6 luminosity function yields

a larger luminosity density it may constrain fesc even further.
We note that the 2σ limit on fesc in both cases (observed and
integrated luminosity function) is consistent with sustaining
reionization if the clumping factor C = 3. If future observations
constrain the ionizing photon production rate to be closer to the
1σ limit, then the observed z = 6 galaxy population can only
sustain reionization if C � 2.

Given the current observations, we can thus say with 95% con-
fidence that the average escape fraction is <34% at z = 6. Future
observations with JWST will push the luminosity functions sev-
eral magnitudes lower, and thus put more robust constraints on
this quantity. We however note that current observations con-
straining the ionizing background at z = 6 are due to a relative
low number of individual sight lines to distant quasars. Addi-
tionally, these quasars reside in biased regions, thus their spectra
may not represent a true probe of the mean IGM neutral fraction.
Ongoing and future studies such as UKIDDS and VIKING will
yield much greater probes of the ionizing background at z = 6–7,
which can then be turned into stronger constraints on the escape
fraction of ionizing photons from the z = 6 galaxy population.

Finally, while the above discussion assumes that the escape
fraction represents an average of all galaxies, this does not have
to be the case. It is more accurately a luminosity-weighted es-
cape fraction; essentially, this quantity tells us what fraction of
the total number of ionizing photons produced in all galaxies
escape into the IGM. It may also be the case that the escape frac-
tion is time dependent; ionizing photons may only escape from
galaxies due to specific temporal events, such as interactions
or starbursts. Our constraints limit the total number of ionizing
photons which escape from all galaxies, which can be consistent
with a time, luminosity, or mass dependence, or no dependence
at all.

4.6. Constraints on the Reionization History

As we move into the reionization epoch, and the ionized
fraction in the universe becomes less than unity, one can use
Equation (2) to calculate the luminosity density necessary to
maintain a given ionized fraction by varying the volume ionized
fraction xH ii. We can thus indirectly estimate xH ii as a function
of redshift by dividing our observations by the critical value of
ρUV necessary to sustain a fully ionized IGM as a function of
redshift. This approach is a valid approximation to semi-analytic
modeling (Madau et al. 1999) because the IGM recombination
time remains less than the Hubble time for C = 3 at z > 6.
This is subject to the same assumptions as the above analysis,
including:

1. Galaxies are the only source of ionizing photons in the
z � 6 universe. While other sources (i.e., the rare quasar)
may exist, their overall contribution is likely negligible.

2. The faint-end cutoff of the luminosity function. As above,
we will consider two scenarios: (1) only galaxies above the
observational limit of MUV = −18 and (2) the published
luminosity functions integrated down to MUV = −13.

3. The clumping factor of ionized hydrogen, which we take to
be C = 3.

4. The escape fraction of ionizing photons; per Section 4.5,
we assume here fesc = 30% when considering only the
observable galaxies and fesc = 10% when considering
the integrated luminosity functions. Both scenarios are
consistent with the Lyα forest constraints and both can
sustain a fully reionized IGM at z = 6 if C � 3.

5. We assume that the ratio C/f esc does not evolve over the
redshifts we study.
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Figure 5. Left: the inferred emission rate of ionizing photons from our (incompleteness-corrected) observed sample of z = 6 galaxies (cyan; the width of curve denotes
the 68% confidence range), as well as from the z = 6 luminosity function of Bouwens et al. (2008) integrated down to MUV = −10 (left side of light-gray curve) and
−15 (right side). Both quantities are plotted as a function of the escape fraction of ionizing photons. The red region denotes the constraints on this quantity at z = 6
from the Lyα forest, with the lower and upper edges representing the 1σ and 2σ constraints from Bolton & Haehnelt (2007), respectively. The dark gray bands denote
the emission rate of ionizing photons necessary to sustain reionization for a given value of the clumping factor. Right: the striped curve shows the allowed average
escape fraction of ionizing photons from galaxies as a function of the limiting UV absolute magnitude, assuming the z = 6 luminosity function of Bouwens et al.
(2007), based on the 2σ constraints from the Lyα forest. The cyan star shows the allowed escape fraction from our observations with its associated uncertainty. If
the galaxy luminosity function turns over shortly faintward of our observations, then the average escape fraction of ionizing photons is constrained to be fesc < 34%
(17%) at 2σ (1σ ). If the luminosity function extends down to MUV = −13, then this constraint tightens to fesc < 13% (6%) at 2σ (1σ ). These escape fractions can
still reionize the IGM if the clumping factor is ∼2–3.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

We plot the results of this analysis in Figure 6. Our
incompleteness-corrected measurement from the observed
galaxies (assuming fesc = 30%) is consistent with a volume
ionized fraction of 1.0 at z = 6, ∼0.4 at z = 7, and ∼0.2 at
z = 8. When we consider the integrated luminosity function,
with fesc = 10%, we find a much wider range of possible vol-
ume ionized fractions. We note that while the UV luminosity
density from the integrated luminosity function will always be
larger than that for galaxies above our observational limit, here
we assume two different escape fractions for the two magnitude
limits, thus their ionizing luminosity densities are comparable.
At z = 6, the integrated luminosity functions are consistent with
ionized fractions of ∼ 0.7–1.0. At z = 7 and 8, this is reduced to
0.3–1.0 and 0.1–0.95, respectively. The very wide range of pos-
sible ionized fractions from the integrated luminosity functions
are due to the increasingly larger uncertainties in the Schechter
function parameters as one pushes to higher redshift.

Also in Figure 6, we plot a number of results from the
literature, including constraints on the volume ionized fraction
from quasars at z � 6 (Fan et al. 2006) and z = 7 (Bolton et al.
2011), WMAP (Komatsu et al. 2011), Lyα emitter luminosity
functions (Ouchi et al. 2010), and Lyα spectroscopic studies
(Pentericci et al. 2011; Schenker et al. 2012; Ono et al. 2012).
We note that results from the latter are very preliminary, as thus
far only small numbers of z � 7 galaxies have spectroscopically
observed Lyα emission. Both our observed galaxy population
and the integrated luminosity functions are consistent with this
wide and complementary range of reionization probes. The only
exception is the single known quasar at z = 7, which has a
near-zone size consistent with an ionized fraction of �90%
and appears slightly inconsistent with our observed galaxy
population (though consistent with the integrated luminosity

functions). However, this is but a single sight line to the only
currently known z � 7 quasar, and thus many more sight lines
are needed to truly constrain the IGM from this type of probe.

Our new observations combined with the previous, comple-
mentary probes of the ionization state of the IGM show a con-
sistent reionization picture, where the ionized fraction in the
IGM is essentially unity at z � 6. At z ∼ 7, there is a hint from
a number of lines of evidence (including our observed galaxy
population) that the ionized fraction may dip below unity. The
integrated luminosity function prefers an ionized fraction less
than unity, but it is consistent with a fully ionized IGM at 1σ .
This is not the case at z = 8, where galaxies are the only probe
we currently have, and they seem to indicate an ionized frac-
tion of <80%–90% (unless the escape fraction in all galaxies is
unity, which would indicate extreme evolution from z = 6, and
is unlikely; see Section 4.5). Unfortunately, more robust con-
straints on the evolution of xH ii from the integrated luminosity
functions are difficult due to the uncertainty in the Schechter
function parameters. We note that we have used the uncertain-
ties on each Schechter function parameter to compute the uncer-
tainty in the integrated luminosity function (see Section 4.4 for
more details). These parameters, particularly the characteristic
magnitude M∗ and the faint-end slope α, are known to be corre-
lated, thus the uncertainty on the integrated luminosity functions
may be smaller than those derived here. In any case, at z � 7,
the faint-end slope is not well constrained, which is responsible
for the bulk of the uncertainty on xH ii. More robust luminosity
functions in this epoch will help decrease the uncertainty on xH ii
from galaxy measurements.

Finally, in Figure 6 we also show the concordance models
of Kuhlen & Faucher-Giguère (2012), which present a picture
of the reionization history of the universe consistent with the
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Figure 6. Volume ionized fraction, xH ii, of the IGM which can be sustained given
the observed UV luminosity densities (and our assumptions on C and fesc) as a
function of redshift. We assume that galaxies are the only significant sources of
ionizing photons in this epoch. The cyan and gray curves denote the value of xH ii
inferred from comparing our observed galaxies, and the integrated luminosity
functions, respectively, to the critical luminosity density from Equation (2).
We have assumed C/fesc = 10 when only considering the observable galaxies,
and C/fesc = 30 when considering the integrated luminosity functions (both of
which are consistent with limits on fesc from the z = 6 Lyα forest presented
in Section 4.5, for C = 3). We note that while the luminosity density from
the integrated luminosity functions will always be larger than that for galaxies
above our observational limit, here the two different escape fractions for the two
magnitude limits result in their ionizing luminosity densities being comparable.
We plot constraints on xH ii from spectroscopy of quasars at z < 6 from Fan et al.
(2006) and at z = 7 from Bolton et al. (2011) in red. The blue circle denotes
constraints on xH ii from the evolution in the Lyα luminosity function from z =
5.7 to 6.6 from Ouchi et al. (2010), while the blue bar denotes the range of xH ii
values inferred from the z = 7 follow-up Lyα spectroscopic studies of Pentericci
et al. (2011), Schenker et al. (2012), and Ono et al. (2012). The instantaneous
redshift for reionization from WMAP (10.6 ± 1.2) is indicated by the orange
rectangle. The derived 50% and 90% xH ii redshifts from the study of Kuhlen &
Faucher-Giguère (2012) are shown in green, where the width of the green bars
denote the 1σ uncertainty (from Figure 9 of Kuhlen & Faucher-Giguère). Our
observations, which are consistent with a wide range of other, complementary,
approaches, find a picture where the universe is fully ionized by z = 6, with the
neutral fraction becoming non-negligible at z �7 for our assumptions regarding
C/f esc.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Lyα forest, WMAP optical depth, and the kSZ effect. They also
fold in the observed galaxy luminosity functions, though in
this case they assume that the luminosity function parameters
evolve smoothly with redshift; we do not know if this is truly
the case, particularly at z > 8, beyond which the strong drop-
off in the observed luminosity density is intriguing. We plot
their results for the redshift of a 50% and 90% ionized fraction.
Comparing our inferred values of xH ii from galaxies with their
conclusions, we find general agreement at z < 8, in that they
find that reionization completes by z = 6 and that it is 90%
complete at z = 7.5 ± 1.5.

However, at higher redshift, there appears to be some tension
between our observations and their results, in that the Kuhlen &
Faucher-Giguère (2012) study prefers a 50% reionized universe
at a higher redshift than appears possible with the observations,
though it is marginally consistent with the integrated luminosity
functions. However, we stress that the results from Kuhlen &
Faucher-Giguère (2012) were tuned to match both the observed

luminosity functions and the WMAP constraint on the optical
depth to Thomson scattering whereas our results use only the
luminosity functions. Given that the WMAP constraint prefers
a redshift of instantaneous reionization of 10.6 ± 1.2, it is not
surprising that observations showing a strong decline in the
galaxy UV luminosity density at z � 8 would underproduce
the electron optical depth. This can be reconciled by allowing
the escape fraction and/or the limiting magnitude to evolve with
redshift, as is done by Kuhlen & Faucher-Giguère (2012). This
would imply that very faint galaxies may be necessary to drive
reionization at the earliest stages, and that reionization gets its
start at much higher redshifts (i.e., z > 10). We point out that
the z = 8 luminosity function and the limits on the z = 10
luminosity function are very rough at this point in time. Future
observations, likely with JWST (see Section 4.7), will greatly
improve constraints on the luminosity functions in this early
epoch, and at that time we can learn more about whether the
contribution of galaxies to the early stages of reionization is
consistent with all other constraints.

4.7. Implications for Future Surveys

At z = 6, our observations (shown in Figures 3 and 4)
already reveal a population of galaxies capable of sustaining
reionization, while at z = 7 and 8 the observed galaxy population
falls short. Our current observations are however susceptible to
the uncertainty about what lies below our detection threshold, as
well as our assumptions about the escape fraction. The former
can potentially be alleviated by integrating down the luminosity
function, as we have done in Section 4.4, but this yields its
own uncertainty: How faint does the UV luminosity function
continue?

In order to measure this, we will require the deeper obser-
vations only possible with JWST. In a hypothetical ∼800 hr
program, JWST can reach mAB(5σ ) = 31.5 mag over a single
pointing in four bands: F070W, F090W, F115W, and F150W,
which can be used to select samples at similar redshifts as in our
study.14 Is this deep enough to probe faint enough values of Mlim
to conclusively find the reionizing population at z = 7 and 8? To
investigate this, we created Figure 7, where we plot the limiting
absolute UV magnitude necessary to sustain reionization for a
given ratio of C/f esc, assuming the luminosity functions from
the literature (see Wilkins et al. 2011a for a similar analysis at
z = 7).

In this figure, we show the limiting magnitude of our HST
study, as well as that of the hypothetical JWST deep field,
where each colored line denotes the value of Mlim and C/f esc
necessary to sustain reionization for a given redshift. As we
discussed above, for our assumption of C/f esc = 10, our z =
6 observed galaxy population is sufficient to sustain a reionized
IGM. In fact, this figure shows that the observed population can
reionize the IGM for values of C/f esc � 14. At z = 6, JWST
will trace the rest-frame UV luminosity function down to faint
levels, enabling the search for a turnover at faint magnitudes
down to M1500 = −15.3. If the luminosity function continues
its steep climb to this magnitude, then as shown in Figure 5, the
average escape fraction for galaxies will be constrained to be less
than ∼15%.

At z = 7, galaxies brighter than HSTs magnitude limit can
only reionize the universe if C/f esc � 6, which, for C � 3,
necessitates an escape fraction �50%. While this is possible,
there is no strong observational evidence yet to support such

14 http://jwstetc.stsci.edu/etc/input/nircam/imaging/

14

http://jwstetc.stsci.edu/etc/input/nircam/imaging/
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Figure 7. Colored curves show the limiting UV absolute magnitude for different
redshifts necessary to sustain reionization for a given ratio between the IGM
clumping factor and the ionizing escape fraction. The hatched region denotes
the magnitude range where star formation is likely to be suppressed via photo-
heating from the sources which began the process of reionization at higher
redshift. The dashed line shows our canonical model of a clumping factor of
three and fesc = 30%, or C/f esc = 10, which is a reasonable assumption for
the conditions in the universe at z � 6. The horizontal gray bar denotes the
limiting UV magnitude of HST observations of the HUDF at z = 7 (mAB =
29). A hypothetical JWST deep field will reach 2.5 mag deeper to mAB = 31.5
or MUV = −15.5 (for z = 7). At z = 6, our observations (shown in Figure 3)
already reveal a population of galaxies capable of sustaining reionization. At
z = 7, the observed population is not bright enough to sustain reionization, thus
if reionization completes at z > 6, fainter galaxies are necessary, which should
be revealed by JWST. At z = 8, even JWST cannot image deep enough to see
the hypothetical extremely faint population necessary to complete reionization
at z = 8.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

a scenario. However, JWST will reach deep enough, down to
Mlim = −15.5; if the luminosity function continues its steep
slope down to such faint magnitudes, and C/f esc � 15, then
galaxies could sustain a reionized IGM by z = 7 (see also
Salvaterra et al. 2011). At z = 8, even JWST cannot probe
deep enough to see the limiting magnitude necessary to reionize
the IGM (again assuming C/f esc � 10). If the universe were
reionized by z = 8, it necessitates a luminosity function that
continues with a steep slope (α ∼ −2) down to Mlim = −12.
However, such a result would create tension with the observed
dearth of Lyα emission and the small size of quasar near zones
at z = 7 (see Section 4.2). This tension could be resolved if
the escape fraction of galaxies is luminosity dependent, and
galaxies with L 	 L∗ have very low escape fractions, which
could be the case if they are highly gas dominated (e.g., Gnedin
et al. 2008).

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have measured the specific UV luminosity density (ρUV)
from a large sample of galaxies at z = 6, 7, and 8. Using a
theoretical model to convert from UV to ionizing photons, and
determining the level of ionizing photons necessary to sustain
a fully reionized IGM, we have investigated the contribution
of observed galaxies to the reionization of the IGM. A large
body of work over the past ∼decade points to a probable low
clumping factor. Thus, previous surveys which assumed a large
clumping factor and deduced that galaxies could not reionize
the universe may have reached the opposite conclusion today.
Unfortunately, not much is known about the escape fraction of
ionizing photons at high redshift, but current observations are
consistent with a rising escape fraction with increasing redshift

or at least an increased incidence of large escape fractions. With
our new sample, and our increased understanding of the process
of reionization, we have reached the following conclusions.

1. We measure ρUV at z = 6 to be 0.79 ± 0.06 ×
1026 erg s−1 Hz−1 Mpc−3 for the observed population of
galaxies; this is much more robust than previous measures,
which had much smaller samples and were limited to sin-
gle band detections, and differed by a factor of >5. Addi-
tionally, this result is independent of a Schechter function
parameterization for the form of the luminosity function.
Assuming C/f esc ∼ 10, we find that the observed galaxy
population at z = 6 is sufficient to sustain a fully reion-
ized IGM. In contrast to many previous studies, this result
does not need to invoke galaxies fainter than our detection
threshold.

2. We measure ρUV of the observed galaxy population at
z = 7 and 8 to be 0.49 ± 0.11 and 0.27 ± 0.06 ×
1026 erg s−1 Hz−1 Mpc−3, respectively. These values fall
short of what is needed to reionize the IGM. While fainter
galaxies may render the population capable of completing
reionization, even JWST will not go deep enough to see the
necessary limiting magnitude at z = 8.

3. If we only consider the observed galaxies, we find a
scenario where though z = 7 and 8 galaxies contribute
to reionization, the IGM only becomes fully reionized by
z = 6. This is consistent with independent studies of both
Lyα emission from normal galaxies, and the study of Lyα
absorption in the near-zone of the z = 7 quasar, both of
which find that the IGM at z = 7 likely has a neutral fraction
�10%.

4. Accounting for constraints on the total emission rate of
ionizing photons from measurements of the Lyα forest at
z = 6, we find that if our observed galaxies represent the
total galaxy population, then the average z = 6 escape
fraction must be fesc < 34%. However, fainter galaxies
likely do exist, and if the luminosity function extends down
to Mlim = −13, then the average escape fraction constraint
tightens to fesc < 13%. These escape fractions can sustain
reionization at z = 6 either with our observed galaxies or
with the integrated luminosity function, for values of the
clumping factor � 3.

5. We investigate the evolution of the volume ionized fraction
xH ii of the IGM. We do this by combining the observed
galaxy population of our study and the luminosity functions
from the literature with limits on the escape fraction
considering both limiting magnitudes. While the IGM
appears to be fully ionized by z � 6, the volume ionized
fraction may drop below unity by z = 7, consistent with
a number of complementary analyses. Considering only
the (roughly known) contribution from galaxies at z � 8,
the volume ionized fraction may drop substantially below
unity, though this is in mild tension with reionization
models which incorporate the optical depth due to electron
scattering, which was not accounted for in our analysis.
Better constraints on the z � 8 luminosity functions,
likely from JWST, will place stronger constraints on the
reionization history at that early time. If the strong drop in
the luminosity density at z > 8 is verified, it may imply
that some additional source of ionizing photons at z > 10 is
warranted to remain consistent with the WMAP-measured
Thomson scattering optical depth to electrons.

We conclude that in order to make progress on the issue of
when and how reionization happened, we need better constraints
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on the escape fraction of ionizing photons or the limiting
magnitude of the UV luminosity function. As these quantities
are correlated due to the constraints from the Lyα forest,
constraints on one will yield more robust constraints on the
other. While direct measurement of the escape fraction at high
redshift is not possible, much deeper observations with JWST
should confirm whether the luminosity function extends down
to at least Mlim = −15.5, which will place stronger constraints
on the escape fraction at z = 6, and uncover whether the z = 7
galaxy population is sufficient to sustain an ionized universe.
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